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Right here, we have countless books The Character of Rain: A Novel and collections to check out. We
additionally have enough money variant types and with type of the books to browse. The customary book,
fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as without difficulty as various other sorts of books are readily
welcoming here.
As this The Character of Rain: A Novel, it ends up being one of the favored ebook The Character of Rain: A
Novel collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the amazing books to have.

life of an infant on the verge of sensual
discovery.
The Character of Rain-Amelie Nothomb
2007-04-01 The Japanese believe that until the
age of three, children, whether Japanese or not,
are gods, each one an okosama, or "lord child."
On their third birthday they fall from grace and
join the rest of the human race. In Amelie
Nothomb's new novel, The Character of Rain, we
learn that divinity is a difficult thing from which
to recover, particularly if, like the child in this
story, you have spent the first tow and a half
years of life in a nearly vegetative state. "I
remember everything that happened to me after
the age of two and one-half," the narrator tells
us. She means this literally. Once jolted out of
her plant-like , tube-like trance (to the ecstatic
relief of her concerned parents), the child bursts
into existence, absorbing everything that Japan,
where her father works as a diplomat, has to
offer. Life is an unfolding pageant of delight and
danger, a ceaseless exploration of pleasure and
the limits of power. Most wondrous of all is the
discovery of water: oceans, seas, pools, puddles,
streams, ponds, and, perhaps most of all, rainone meaning of the Japanese character for her
name. Hers is an amphibious life. The Character
of Rain evokes the hilarity, terror, and sanctity of
childhood. As she did in the award-winning,
international bestesller Fear and Trembling,
Nothomb grounds the novel in the outlines of her
experiences in Japan, but the self-portrait that
emerges from these pages is hauntingly
universal. Amelie Nothomb's novels are
unforgettable immersion experiences, leaving
you both holding your breath with admiration,
your lungs aching, and longing for more.

The Character of Rain-Amelie Nothomb
2002-04-20 Presents a novel about memory and
early childhood, delving deeply into the secret
life of an infant on the verge of sensual
discovery.

Rain Reign-Ann M. Martin 2014-10-07 Rose
Howard is obsessed with homonyms. She's
thrilled that her own name is a homonym, and
she purposely gave her dog Rain a name with
two homonyms (Reign, Rein), which, according to
Rose's rules of homonyms, is very special. Not
everyone understands Rose's obsessions, her
rules, and the other things that make her
different – not her teachers, not other kids, and
not her single father. When a storm hits their
rural town, rivers overflow, the roads are
flooded, and Rain goes missing. Rose's father
shouldn't have let Rain out. Now Rose has to find
her dog, even if it means leaving her routines and
safe places to search. Hearts will break and
spirits will soar for this powerful story, brilliantly
told from Rose's point of view.

Shouting at the Rain-Lynda Mullaly Hunt
2020-05-05 From the author of the acclaimed,
"New York Times" bestseller "Fish in a Tree"
comes a compelling story about a young girl
raised by her kindhearted grandmother who now
looks at their life with new eyes and wishes she
could have a "regular family."

The Gift of Rain-Tan Twan Eng 2009-05-05 In
the tradition of celebrated wartime storytellers
Somerset Maugham and Graham Greene, Tan
Twan Eng's debut novel casts a powerful spell.

The Character of Rain-Amelie Nothomb
2002-04-20 Presents a novel about memory and
early childhood, delving deeply into the secret
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The recipient of extraordinary acclaim from
critics and the bookselling community, Tan Twan
Eng's debut novel casts a powerful spell and has
garnered comparisons to celebrated wartime
storytellers Somerset Maugham and Graham
Greene. Set during the tumult of World War II,
on the lush Malayan island of Penang, The Gift of
Rain tells a riveting and poignant tale about a
young man caught in the tangle of wartime
loyalties and deceits. In 1939, sixteen-year-old
Philip Hutton-the half-Chinese, half-English
youngest child of the head of one of Penang's
great trading families-feels alienated from both
the Chinese and British communities. He at last
discovers a sense of belonging in his unexpected
friendship with Hayato Endo, a Japanese
diplomat. Philip proudly shows his new friend
around his adored island, and in return Endo
teaches him about Japanese language and
culture and trains him in the art and discipline of
aikido. But such knowledge comes at a terrible
price. When the Japanese savagely invade
Malaya, Philip realizes that his mentor and
sensei-to whom he owes absolute loyalty-is a
Japanese spy. Young Philip has been an unwitting
traitor, and must now work in secret to save as
many lives as possible, even as his own family is
brought to its knees.

children to bring it; mocking rain with irrigated
agriculture and cities built in floodplains; even
trying to blast rain out of the sky with mortars
meant for war, humanity has finally managed to
change the rain. Only not in ways we intended.
As climate change upends rainfall patterns and
unleashes increasingly severe storms and
drought, Barnett shows rain to be a unifying
force in a fractured world. Too much and not
nearly enough, rain is a conversation we share,
and this is a book for everyone who has ever
experienced it.

The Book of Proper Names-Amelie Nothomb
2015-07-21 The Book of Proper Names is set in
contemporary Paris, its main character an
orphan named Plectrude. Before the child's birth
her nineteen-year-old mother shoots and kills her
nineteen-year-old (and somewhat feckless) father
because she hates the names he's devised for
their child--she fears they will doom their unborn
child to mediocrity. The mother confesses openly
to what she has done, and why. She is arrested
and thrown into prison, where she gives birth to
the child, names her, to everyone's bafflement,
Plectrude--an obscure saint, and an albatross of a
name--and then hangs herself. The novel
therefore begins on the borderline between
tragedy and absurdity, but as Plectrude grows-raised by a loving, indulgent, and eccentric aunt-it becomes a deeply moving and simultaneously
chilling portrait of girlhood. Plectrude's great gift
turns out to be for ballet, and she throws herself
into dance as if her life depended upon it. Few
novels have shown us the implacable and
unforgiving world of ballet with more intuitive
sympathy, yet also with a keen-eyed assessment
of the true price of artistic perfection.. Inevitably,
the doom hovering over Plectrude's life from
birth returns to haunt her, and in the end she
learns to survive in the only way she knows how-by committing an act of deadly self-preservation
her mother would have perhaps understood best.
The Book of Proper Names is vintage Amelie
Nothomb--alternatively mordant and poignant, a
portrait of adolescence that is fierce and funny at
the same time. There is nothing mediocre either
about Nothomb nor her creations.

Rain-Cynthia Barnett 2015-04-21 Rain is
elemental, mysterious, precious, destructive. It is
the subject of countless poems and paintings; the
top of the weather report; the source of the
world's water. Yet this is the first book to tell the
story of rain. Cynthia Barnett's Rain begins four
billion years ago with the torrents that filled the
oceans, and builds to the storms of climate
change. It weaves together science—the true
shape of a raindrop, the mysteries of frog and
fish rains—with the human story of our ambition
to control rain, from ancient rain dances to the
2,203 miles of levees that attempt to straitjacket
the Mississippi River. It offers a glimpse of our
"founding forecaster," Thomas Jefferson, who
measured every drizzle long before modern
meteorology. Two centuries later, rainy skies
would help inspire Morrissey’s mopes and Kurt
Cobain’s grunge. Rain is also a travelogue, taking
readers to Scotland to tell the surprising story of
the mackintosh raincoat, and to India, where
villagers extract the scent of rain from the
monsoon-drenched earth and turn it into
perfume. Now, after thousands of years spent
praying for rain or worshiping it; burning witches
at the stake to stop rain or sacrificing small
the-character-of-rain-a-novel

History of the Rain-Niall Williams 2014-05-06
Bedbound in her attic room beneath the falling
rain, in the margin between this world and the
next, Plain Ruth Swain is in search of her father,
Virgil. To find him, enfolded in the mystery of
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ancestors, Ruthie must first trace the jutting jaw
lines, narrow faces, and gleamy skin of the
Swains from the restless Reverend Swain, her
great-grandfather, to her grandfather Abraham,
and finally to Virgil, through wild, rain-sodden
history, exploits in pole-vaulting and salmonfishing, poetry, and the 3,958 books piled high
beneath the skylights in her room. Her funny,
meandering narrative sings, moves, and
irrevocably inspires.

career is disrupted by tragic news: his father has
burned down the house, with all his paintings
and himself in it. Isabel Gore is the daughter of a
poet. She's a passionate girl, but her brother is
the real prodigy, a musician. And yet this family,
too, is struck by tragedy: a seizure leaves the boy
mute and unable to play. Years later, Isabel will
continue to somehow blame herself, casting off
her own chances for happiness. And then, the
day after Isabel's wedding to man she doesn't
love, Nicholas arrives on her western isle,
seeking his father's last surviving painting.
Suddenly the winds of fortune begin to shift,
sweeping both these souls up with them.
Nicholas and Isabel, it seems, were always meant
to meet. But it will take a series of chance
events--and perhaps, a proper miracle--to
convince both to follow their hearts to where
they're meant to be.

Right as Rain-Lindsey Stoddard 2019-02-12
From the critically acclaimed author of Just Like
Jackie comes a strikingly tender novel about one
family’s heartbreak and the compassion that
carries them through, perfect for fans of Sara
Pennypacker, Lisa Graff, and Ann M. Martin. It’s
been almost a year since Rain’s brother Guthrie
died, and her parents still don’t know it was all
Rain’s fault. In fact, no one does—Rain buried
her secret deep, no matter how heavy it weighs
on her heart. So when her mom suggests moving
the family from Vermont to New York City, Rain
agrees. But life in the big city is different. She’s
never seen so many people in one place—or felt
more like an outsider. With her parents fighting
more than ever and the anniversary of Guthrie’s
death approaching, Rain is determined to keep
her big secret close to her heart. But even she
knows that when you bury things deep, they
grow up twice as tall. Readers will fall in love
with the pluck and warmth of Stoddard’s latest
heroine and the strength that even a small heart
can lend.

Fifty Words for Rain-Asha Lemmie 2020-09-01
A Good Morning America Book Club Pick and
New York Times Bestseller! From debut author
Asha Lemmie, “a lovely, heartrending story about
love and loss, prejudice and pain, and the
sometimes dangerous, always durable ties that
link a family together.” —Kristin Hannah, #1
New York Times–bestselling author of The
Nightingale Kyoto, Japan, 1948. “Do not
question. Do not fight. Do not resist.” Such is
eight-year-old Noriko “Nori” Kamiza’s first
lesson. She will not question why her mother
abandoned her with only these final words. She
will not fight her confinement to the attic of her
grandparents’ imperial estate. And she will not
resist the scalding chemical baths she receives
daily to lighten her skin. The child of a married
Japanese aristocrat and her African American GI
lover, Nori is an outsider from birth. Her
grandparents take her in, only to conceal her,
fearful of a stain on the royal pedigree that they
are desperate to uphold in a changing Japan.
Obedient to a fault, Nori accepts her solitary life,
despite her natural intellect and curiosity. But
when chance brings her older half-brother, Akira,
to the estate that is his inheritance and destiny,
Nori finds in him an unlikely ally with whom she
forms a powerful bond—a bond their formidable
grandparents cannot allow and that will
irrevocably change the lives they were always
meant to lead. Because now that Nori has
glimpsed a world in which perhaps there is a
place for her after all, she is ready to fight to be a
part of it—a battle that just might cost her
everything. Spanning decades and continents,

Rain!-Linda Ashman 2014-02-25 One rainy day
in the city, an eager little boy exclaims, “Rain!”
Across town a grumpy man grumbles, “Rain.” In
this endearing picture book, a rainy-day
cityscape comes to life in vibrant, cut-paper-style
artwork. The boy in his green frog hat splashes in
puddles—“Hoppy, hoppy, hoppy!”—while the old
man curses the “dang puddles.” Can the boy’s
natural exuberance (and perhaps a cookie) cheer
up the grouchy gentleman and turn the day
around?

Four Letters of Love-Niall Williams 2015-11-03
Nicholas Coughlan is twelve years old when his
father, an Irish civil servant, announces that God
has commanded him to become a painter. He
abandons the family and a wife who is driven to
despair. Years later, Nicholas's own civil-service
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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Fifty Words for Rain is a dazzling epic about the
ties that bind, the ties that give you strength, and
what it means to be free.

determination. Rich in detail and epic in scope, I
Will Send Rain is a powerful novel of upheaval
and resilience, filled with hope, morality, and
love.

The Art of Racing in the Rain-Garth Stein
2009-03-17 NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
FROM FOX 2000 STARRING MILO
VENTIMIGLIA, AMANDA SEYFRIED, AND
KEVIN COSTNER MEET THE DOG WHO WILL
SHOW THE WORLD HOW TO BE HUMAN The
New York Times bestselling novel from Garth
Stein—a heart-wrenching but deeply funny and
ultimately uplifting story of family, love, loyalty,
and hope—a captivating look at the wonders and
absurdities of human life . . . as only a dog could
tell it. “Splendid.” —People “The perfect book for
anyone who knows that compassion isn’t only for
humans, and that the relationship between two
souls who are meant for each other never really
comes to an end. Every now and then I’m lucky
enough to read a novel I can’t stop thinking
about: this is one of them.” —Jodi Picoult “It’s
impossible not to love Enzo.” —Minneapolis Star
Tribune “This old soul of a dog has much to teach
us about being human. I loved this book.” —Sara
Gruen

Rules of Rain-Leah Scheier 2017-12-05 How far
would you go to protect the ones you love? Rain
has taken care of Ethan all of their lives. Before
she even knew what autism meant, she was her
twin brother's connection to the world around
him. Each day with Ethan is unvarying and
predictable, and Rain takes comfort in being the
one who holds their family together. It's nice to
be needed—to be the center of someone's world.
If only her longtime crush, Liam, would notice
her too... Then one night, her life is upended by a
mistake she can't undo. Suddenly Rain's new
romance begins to unravel along with her
carefully constructed rules. Rain isn't used to
asking for help—and certainly not from Ethan.
But the brother she's always protected is the only
one who can help her. And letting go of the past
may be the only way for Rain to hold onto her
relationships that matter most.

Father of the Rain-Lily King 2010-07-06 A New
York Times Editors’ Choice—“a gripping epic
about a father and daughter that plumbs the dark
side of a family riven by addiction and mental
illness” (Entertainment Weekly). Gardiner
Amory’s life is reeling—Nixon is being
impeached, his wife is leaving him, and his
worldview is rapidly becoming outdated. His
daughter, Daley, has spent the first eleven years
of her life negotiating her parents’ conflicting
worlds: the liberal, socially committed realm of
her mother and the conservative, liquor-soaked
life of her father. But when the pair divorces,
Gardiner’s basest impulses are unleashed in a
deluge, the chasm between all of them widens,
and Daley is stretched thinly across it. As she
reaches adulthood, Daley rejects the narrow
world of her father’s prejudices and embarks on
her own life—until Gardiner hits rock bottom.
Returning home to help her father get sober,
Daley risks everything she’s found beyond him,
including a chance at love, in an attempt to
repair a trust that was broken long ago . . . In
this Winner of the New England Book Award for
Fiction, Lily King pulls readers into “a brilliant
exploration of the attraction of martyrdom, the
intoxication of playing savior. . . . An absorbing,
insightful story written in cool, polished prose
right to the last conflicted line” (Washington

I Will Send Rain-Rae Meadows 2016-08-09 A
luminous, tenderly rendered novel of a woman
fighting for her family's survival in the early
years of the Dust Bowl; from the acclaimed and
award-winning Rae Meadows. Annie Bell can't
escape the dust. It's in her hair, covering the
windowsills, coating the animals in the barn, in
the corners of her children's dry, cracked lips.
It's 1934 and the Bell farm in Mulehead,
Oklahoma is struggling as the earliest storms of
The Dust Bowl descend. All around them the
wheat harvests are drying out and people are
packing up their belongings as storms lay waste
to the Great Plains. As the Bells wait for the rains
to come, Annie and each member of her family
are pulled in different directions. Annie's fragile
young son, Fred, suffers from dust pneumonia;
her headstrong daughter, Birdie, flush with first
love, is choosing a dangerous path out of
Mulehead; and Samuel, her husband, is plagued
by disturbing dreams of rain. As Annie, desperate
for an escape of her own, flirts with the
affections of an unlikely admirer, she must
choose who she is going to become. With her
warm storytelling and beautiful prose, Rae
Meadows brings to life an unforgettable family
that faces hardship with rare grit and
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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Post).

stating that as of May 23, 1838, all Cherokee
people are to leave their land and move to what
many Cherokees called "the land of darkness". .
.the west. Soft Rain is confident that her family
will not have to move, because they have just
planted corn for the next harvest but soon
thereafter, soldiers arrive to take nine-year-old,
Soft Rain, and her mother to walk the Trail of
Tears, leaving the rest of her family behind.
Because Soft Rain knows some of the white
man's language, she soon learns that they must
travel across rivers, valleys, and mountains. On
the journey, she is forced to eat the white man's
food and sees many of her people die. Her
courage and hope are restored when she is
reunited with her father, a leader on the Trail,
chosen to bring her people safely to their new
land. Praise for Soft Rain: "An eye-opening
introduction to this painful period of American
history."--Publisher's Weekly "The characters
themselves transform a sorrowful story of
adversity into a tale of human resilience."--Kirkus
Reviews "This gentle child's-eye view will move
readers enormously."--Jane Yolen

Thunder and Rain-Charles Martin 2012-04-03
As a result of his hard exterior and lonely
tendencies, Tyler Steele finds himself a single
father alone in the world - until a stranger and
her daughter show up and change his life. Third
generation Texas Ranger Tyler Steele is the last
of a dying breed-- a modern day cowboy hero
living in a world that doesn't quite understand
his powerful sense of right and wrong and
instinct to defend those who can't defend
themselves. Despite his strong moral compass,
Ty has trouble seeing his greatest weakness. His
hard outer shell, the one essential to his work,
made him incapable of forging the emotional
connection his wife Andie so desperately needed.
Now retired, rasing their son Brodie on his own,
and at risk of losing his ranch, Ty does not know
how to rebuild from the rubble of his life. The
answer comes in the form of Samantha and her
daughter Hope, on the run from a seemingly
inescapable situation. They are in danger,
desperate, and alone. Though they are strangers,
Ty knows he can help-- protecting the innocent is
what he does best. As his relationship with Sam
and Hope unfolds, Ty realizes he must confront
his true weaknesses if he wants to become the
man he needs to be.

Right as Rain-George P. Pelecanos 2008-11-16
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER "Those in the
know read Pelecanos." - Michael Connelly, #1
bestselling author of the Harry Bosch and
Lincoln Lawyer series Derek Strange is black and
successful. Terry Quinn is white and barely
holding on. Now Strange has been hired to
investigate a police shooting in which Quinn
played a major role. For Strange, a savvy and
careful man, the investigation goes against his
style and instinct. For Terry Quinn, Strange's
questions are a chance to absolve his conscience
and shake out a little truth. But in a city that
lives in the shadow of a nation's dream, neither
man can foresee the dirty little war that will
break out around them...or how deadly being
right can be. The crime novels of George
Pelecanos are unrivaled for their authenticity,
edginess, and humanity. With Washington, D.C.the city, not the capital-as his backdrop,
Pelecanos explores a violent landscape of drugs
and danger, loyalty and love.

She-Rain-Michael Cogdill 2010-03 She-Rain
sweeps across nearly a century, telling an
unforgettable story with beauty, humor, and a
devotion to the boundless power of love.

H2O-Virginia Bergin 2014-10-07 .27 is a number
Ruby hates. It's a number that marks the
percentage of the population that has survived.
It's a number that means she's one of the "lucky"
few still standing. And it's a number that says her
father is probably dead. Against all odds, Ruby
has survived the catastrophic onset of the killer
rain. Two weeks after the radio started
broadcasting the warning, "It's in the rain. It's
fatal and there's no cure," the drinkable water is
running out. Ruby's left with two options:
persevere on her own, or embark on a
treacherous journey across the country to find
her father-if he's even still alive.

The Scent of Rain and Lightning-Nancy
Pickard 2011-02-01 Written with the wisdom and
grace readers have come to expect from the
award-winning author of "The Virgin of Small
Plains," this brilliantly moving tale is one of
family, murder, and redemptive love.

Soft Rain-Cornelia Cornelissen 2009-09-02 It all
begins when Soft Rain's teacher reads a letter
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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call alerts him early one morning that Bill Owens,
a fellow PI, has been charged with a notorious
thirty-year-old killing. Bill was involved in a
political group in the late sixties, which among
other pranks and small-time crimes, held up a
bank. Except that time, an innocent bystander
was shot and killed. To clear Owens of these
charges, Dante will have to retrace the original
investigation through San Francisco's radical
underground and bring in the man who was
pulling the strings. The Ancient Rain is a chilling
novel from one of crime fiction's finest.
Stansberry spools out a narrative filled with
deceit and betrayal, and in his hands the line
between justice and revenge is razor sharp.

Apple and Rain-Sarah Crossan 2015-05-12
When Apple's mother returns after eleven years
of absence, Apple feels almost whole again. In
order to heal completely, her mother will have to
answer one burning question: Why did she
abandon her? But just like the stormy Christmas
Eve when she left, her mother's homecoming is
bittersweet. It's only when Apple meets her
younger sister, Rain-someone more lost than she
is- that she begins to see things for how they
really are, allowing Apple to discover something
that might help her to feel truly whole again.
From the author of the acclaimed The Weight of
Water comes a beautifully-crafted, moving novel
about family, betrayal, and the ultimate path to
healing.

The Rain Heron-Robbie Arnott 2021-02-09
"Astonishing...With the intensity of a perfect
balance between the mythic and the real, The
Rain Heron keeps turning and twisting, taking
you to unexpected places. A deeply emotional
and satisfying read. Beautifully written." --Jeff
VanderMeer, author of Borne. One of LitHub's
Most Anticipated Books of 2021. A gripping novel
of myth, environment, adventure, and an unlikely
friendship, from an award-winning Australian
author Ren lives alone on the remote frontier of a
country devastated by a coup d'état. High on the
forested slopes, she survives by hunting, farming,
trading, and forgetting the contours of what was
once a normal life. But her quiet stability is
disrupted when an army unit, led by a young
female soldier, comes to the mountains on
government orders in search of a legendary
creature called the rain heron—a mythical,
dangerous, form-shifting bird with the ability to
change the weather. Ren insists that the bird is
simply a story, yet the soldier will not be
deterred, forcing them both into a gruelling
quest. Spellbinding and immersive, Robbie
Arnott’s The Rain Heron is an astounding,
mythical exploration of human resilience, female
friendship, and humankind’s precarious
relationship to nature. As Ren and the soldier
hunt for the heron, a bond between them forms,
and the painful details of Ren’s former life
emerge—a life punctuated by loss, trauma, and a
second, equally magical and dangerous creature.
Slowly, Ren's and the soldier’s lives entwine,
unravel, and ultimately erupt in a masterfully
crafted ending in which both women are forced
to confront their biggest fears—and regrets.
Robbie Arnott, one of Australia’s most acclaimed
young novelists, sews magic into reality with a
steady, confident hand. Bubbling with rare

Forty Signs of Rain-Kim Stanley Robinson
2004-06-01 The bestselling author of the classic
Mars trilogy and The Years of Rice and Salt
presents a riveting new trilogy of cutting-edge
science, international politics, and the real-life
ramifications of global warming as they are
played out in our nation’s capital—and in the
daily lives of those at the center of the action.
Hauntingly yet humorously realistic, here is a
novel of the near future that is inspired by
scientific facts already making headlines. When
the Arctic ice pack was first measured in the
1950s, it averaged thirty feet thick in midwinter.
By the end of the century it was down to fifteen.
One August the ice broke. The next year the
breakup started in July. The third year it began in
May. That was last year. It’s a muggy summer in
Washington, D.C., as Senate environmental
staffer Charlie Quibler and his scientist wife,
Anna, work to call attention to the growing crisis
of global warming. But as these everyday heroes
fight to align the awesome forces of nature with
the extraordinary march of technology, fate puts
an unusual twist on their efforts—one that will
place them at the heart of an unavoidable storm.

The Ancient Rain-Domenic Stansberry
2013-11-19 Edgar Award winner and master of
contemporary noir Domenic Stansberry returns
to San Francisco's North Beach and Dante
Mancuso, the dark PI who grew up on its tough
streets. After a career with a shadowy security
firm with interests on both sides of the law,
Dante has come home to put all that behind him
and has gone to work for a private investigator. A
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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imagination and ambition, The Rain Heron is an
emotionally charged and dazzling novel, one that
asks timely yet eternal questions about
environment, friendship, nationality, and the
myths that bind us.

past has left her feeling insecure and unlovable.
Now that she's in her thirties, Rainey's best
friend Natalie insists she take a leap and try
online dating. Rainey connects with brian85 and
becomes cautiously hopeful as a natural
attraction grows between them. Fearful a face to
face meeting could ruin the magic, Rainey enlists
Natalie to scheme up an encounter between the
two where Brian is unaware he is meeting his
online mystery woman. Rainey is left feeling both
guilty about the deception and disappointed by
something Brian says. When they finally meet in
earnest, Rainey's insecurities threaten to derail
the blossoming romance. As she struggles with
self-acceptance, she reveals the risks we all must
take to have a chance for love.

Sudden Rain-Maritta Wolff 2012-12-11 In 1972,
in the suburbs around L.A., traditional
housewives in their 30s and 40s are starting to
ask whether they are satisfied by their everyday
lives; meanwhile, a young woman in her early
20s feels paralyzed by her options. The story
centers around five middle-class L.A. couples of
three different generations and the ways in
which their relationships and home lives are
affected by the trends (specifically the rise in
divorce and feminism) of the time. Maritta
Wolff's moving, compelling novel takes place in
one stormy L.A. weekend, as a literal fog of
unrest blows into town, and alters these
marriages forever.

Becoming Rain-K.A. Tucker 2015-03-03 Luke
Boone doesn't know exactly what his uncle Rust
is involved in but he wants in on it. It's not
exactly legal, but it puts him behind the wheel of
a Porsche 911 and onto the radar of gorgeous
socialite named Rain. Clara Bertelli is one of the
most successful undercover officers in the
Washington, DC, major crime unit, and she's
going deep undercover as Rain Martines in order
to expose one of the West coast's most notorious
car theft rings. As the lines between right and
wrong start to blur, will she be able to leave it all
behind?

After the Red Rain-Barry Lyga 2015-08-04 A
postapocalyptic novel with a cinematic twist from
New York Times bestseller Barry Lyga, actor
Peter Facinelli, and producer Robert DeFranco.
On the ruined planet Earth, where 50 billion
people are confined to megacities and resources
are scarce, Deedra has been handed a bleak and
mundane existence by the Magistrate she works
so hard for. But one day she comes across a
beautiful boy named Rose struggling to cross the
river--a boy with a secretive past and special
abilities, who is somehow able to find comfort
and life from their dying planet. But just as the
two form a bond, it is quickly torn apart after the
Magistrate's son is murdered and Rose becomes
the prime suspect. Little do Deedra and Rose
know how much their relationship will affect the
fate of everyone who lives on the planet.

The Right Attitude to Rain-Alexander McCall
Smith 2009-02-24 The delectable new installment
in the bestselling and already beloved adventures
of Isabel Dalhousie and her no-nonsense
housekeeper, Grace. When friends from Dallas
arrive in Edinburgh and introduce Isabel to Tom
Bruce – a bigwig at home in Texas – several
confounding situations unfurl at once. Tom’s
young fiancée’s roving eye leads Isabel to believe
that money may be the root of her love for Tom.
But what, Isabel wonders, is the root of the
interest Tom begins to show for Isabel herself?
And she can’t forget about her niece, Cat, who’s
busy falling for a man whom Isabel suspects of
being an incorrigible mama’s boy. Of course
Grace and Isabel’s friend Jamie counsel Isabel to
stay out of all of it, but there are irresistible
philosophical issues at stake – when to tell the
truth and when to keep one’s mouth shut, to be
precise – and philosophical issues are meat and
drink to Isabel Dalhousie, editor of the Review of
Applied Ethics. In any case, she’s certain of the
ethical basis for a little sleuthing now and again –

Rain School-James Rumford 2010-10-25 Shows
how important learning is in a country where
only a few children are able to go to school.

Chance for Rain-Tricia Downing 2018-08-03
Elite athlete Rainey Abbott is an intense
competitor on the outside, but inside, she feels a
daunting apprehension about her chances of
finding true love. Her life as a downhill skier and
race car driver keeps her on the edge, but her
love life is stuck in neutral. A tragedy from her
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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especially when the problems involve matters of
the heart.

gained a wealth of knowledge from hours spent
in front of the TV.

Soaked!-Abi Cushman 2020-07-14 A HulaHooping moose, a badger with a bumblebee
umbrella, a rabbit in a cashmere sweater, and a
very wet bear star in this unpredictable and
laugh-out-loud picture book in which having fun
gets the best of a grumpy bear. It looks like a wet
and dreary day for Bear and his trio of friends.
How could he possibly have fun when he is
soaked? But Badger, Rabbit, and Moose don't
seem to mind. In fact, Moose can still hula hoop!
And it looks like so much fun. Might Bear like to
try? Here is a story that shows that fun is not
dependent on sunshine and blue skies. In fact, it
might be more fun to be soaked!

The Rains-Gregg Hurwitz 2016-10-18 The first
young adult page-turner from New York Times
bestselling author Gregg Hurwitz. In one
terrifying night, the peaceful community of
Creek's Cause turns into a war zone. No one
under the age of eighteen is safe. Chance Rain
and his older brother, Patrick, have already
fended off multiple attacks from infected adults
by the time they arrive at the school where other
young survivors are hiding. Most of the kids they
know have been dragged away by once-trusted
adults who are now ferocious, inhuman beings.
The parasite that transformed them takes hold
after people turn eighteen--and Patrick's birthday
is only a few days away. Determined to save
Patrick's life and the lives of the remaining kids,
the brothers embark on a mission to uncover the
truth about the parasites--and what they find is
horrifying. Battling an enemy not of this earth,
Chance and Patrick become humanity's only hope
for salvation. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Come On, Rain!-Karen Hesse 2016-01-26
Newbery Medalist Karen Hesse recreates the
body and soul-renewing experience of a summer
downpour after a sweltering city heat wave.

Sheltering Rain-Jojo Moyes 2013-07-16 On
Coronation night in 1953 the expat community in
Hong Kong gathers for a celebration party. While
they strain to listen to the proceedings on a
faulty wireless, twenty one year old Joy falls in
love. She is engaged within twenty four hours but
will not see her fiance again for a year. In 1980
eighteen year old Kate's rebellion is to run away
from County Wexford with her illegitimate child.
Fifteen years later Sabine leaves trendy Hackney
to visit the grandparents she has never known,
and finds that time in Wexford seems to have
stood still. When Sabine, her mother and
grandmother are brought together, a deeply
buried family secret is discovered - as well as
some fundamental truths; about the conflict
between love and duty, about women's choices,
and about mothers and daughters. Jojo Moyes
effortlessly weaves a rich and vivid tapestry of
character, time and place. The result is a novel
about many different kinds of love that will make
you laugh as well as cry, and sets the benchmark
for a new generation of storytelling.

Dying for Rain-BB Easton 2020-01-30 From the
author of 44 Chapters About 4 Men (inspiration
for the Netflix Original series, Sex/Life) comes an
immersive dystopian romance unlike anything
you’ve ever read. What could be worse than
knowing the exact day the world is going to end?
Waking up to find out that it didn’t. The
post–April 23 world is a lawless, senseless,
ruthless place, but it’s not loveless. At least, not
for Rain and Wes. But when the government
begins holding daily televised executions as a
demonstration of their power, that love is put to
the ultimate test. Will Rain sacrifice one life to
save the others? Or sacrifice the others to save
the one?

Touch of Rain-Teyla Branton 2017-11-06 When
young Victoria vanishes without a trace, her
heartbroken parents turn to the last prospect
they can find for hope. Autumn Rain receives
impressions--feelings, or imprints--left behind on
certain objects that were treasured by their
owners. Victoria's parents view Autumn's
unusual talent as a special gift, and hope she can
shed light on their daughter's last thoughts.
Private detective Keefe McConnell, whose

The Art of Racing in the Rain-Garth Stein
2016-05-15 Meet Enzo, the unforgettable canine
narrator of this bittersweet and transformative
story of family, love, loyalty, and hope. Enzo is a
philosopher with a nearly human soul, and he's
the-character-of-rain-a-novel
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widowed sister disappeared under similar
circumstances, urges Autumn to help, but her
involvement sets in motion a series of events that
risk not only her own life, but the lives of those

the-character-of-rain-a-novel

she cares about most.
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